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Solving Legal Issues in Electronic Government: Authority and Authentication

John D. Gregory†

Introduction

This article is an overview of some of the legal themes and issues faced by governments in the electronic age, with particular regard to their own operations: electronic service delivery and the administration of government itself.

Electronic government is the performance of any function of government using electronic records and electronic communications. It may involve, in the language of the Uniform Electronic Commerce Act, "using electronic means to create, collect, receive, store, transfer, distribute, publish or otherwise deal with documents or information." The term thus covers the provision of governmental services to the public, including communication from the public to the government. It also extends to the "back office" of government, the methods of public administration within the Executive Branch of government and between government and those who supply goods and services to it.

The term is sometimes used to extend to regulation of private activities carried on electronically, either as extensions of traditional activity or as new types of conduct made available by means of electronic communications. The current paper does not address such questions.

Is electronic government legal?

For the private sector, individuals or businesses may ask their lawyers in respect of a proposed activity, "is it legal?", often meaning not "is it permitted?" but rather "is it effective?". Will they have enforceable rights in law if they engage in a particular activity by electronic means?

For government, the question "is it legal?" is also one of legitimacy: is it right for the government to act in this way? Legitimacy may express itself through expressions of authority to act, which is related to but not the same as saying that an action is not illegal. In some settings, the legitimacy of government action will affect the enforceability of the action, either on the part of government against a person subject to that government's rule, or on the part of a private citizen against the government.

In general, the senior levels of government in Canada—the federal and provincial governments—have the authority they need to carry on their operations electronically. The Crown, in right of Canada or the provinces, has the powers of a natural person, who can choose how to communicate. These powers are subject to the usual constitutional and sometimes statutory limits, and the limits need to be addressed in some cases to ensure appropriate electronic conduct. Public bodies that have only powers conferred by statute have needed more legislative help in acting electronically, as we will see later.

Legitimacy can also turn on other standards of appropriateness. Here we will look briefly at some of the qualities electronic government action should have, or some of the standards it should meet, in order to achieve the desired level of legitimacy. Is it acceptable for a government to act in this way? Is the use of electronic records effective as an act of government? A later section will examine in more detail law reform in support of electronic government.

Much of what a government, or those who deal with a government, look for in its electronic communications is common to public and private sectors. For example, any user of electronic communications wants a degree of assurance as to the security of the communications and their source: who sent them? Any user is interested in the integrity of the information communicated, in the sense that it is trustworthy, and that it has not been altered since it was sent. Any user wants an efficient system.

Similarly, both public and private sector users have an interest in the legal regime to which their electronic communications are subjected. Whose law applies to them, what courts or other bodies get to dispose of them, and how can any judgments be enforced in places other than where they were made?
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Some elements of legitimate governmental communications are, however, unique to the public sector. For example, governments in Canada are subject to detailed rules about the privacy of personal information in a way that is novel and less extensive for private sector bodies. Electronic communications seem particularly susceptible to attacks on privacy, so government is called upon to be cautious in this domain.

Likewise, the fairness of public use of electronic communications is a more pressing value than it is for private actors. Fair access to public services is one element of this question, and an element of a duty to work against a “digital divide” that may prejudice citizens and businesses less able than others to profit from electronics. At some point, the guarantee of equality under the law could impose constitutional limits on governments’ ability to move wholly online.

Governments have both a constitutional and a statutory duty to be open to citizens and to provide access to information. They also have what one might call a duty to history, i.e., to maintain official records in a permanently accessible way. Transitory communications have to take this into account, and storing electronic records over time is a special challenge because of the impermanence of storage media and the evolution of hardware and software used to create and read electronic information.

Government documents are often official, since they carry special weight of authority or special legal effect from their status. One sees this in the priority they are frequently given in evidence statutes. This may be considered a higher form of authenticity accorded to these records, but it has an impact on the demands made of electronic communications so that they will deserve the same respect that paper documents receive.

Examples of electronic service delivery

The earliest service delivered electronically to the public by governments, as by the private sector, was information. The Internet is a marvellous method of distributing information widely and cheaply. Many government (and private) Web sites to this day provide only information. Sometimes, they extend this to include forms, such as applications for jobs or licences, that can be downloaded, printed, and filled in like any other paper form. The usefulness of these functions is great. The legal issues they raise are those of providing information in any medium: what happens if the information is wrong, incomplete or out of date? Although the public may expect Internet information to be more current than documents on paper, the usual array of legal tools — cautions, disclaimers, and the like — should suffice to keep liability within reasonable limits. As a result, this article will not discuss them further.

Finally, government use of electronic communications has to be politically acceptable to the opinion-makers of a society. No amount of technical excellence can guarantee that any manifestation of electronic government will meet this standard. One does hear from politicians, and sometimes from business people, that government should lead the way to making people confident about electronic communications being safe and effective. Government should be a “model user” of the technologies. This is a technical aspect of the legitimacy argument, that proper government use can buttress and encourage general use of paperless records. It overlaps, not always comfortably, with another function of government, business promotion, and particularly, the promotion of e-business.

Not all these qualities, or their absence, have direct legal consequences. Different government programs will have different priorities among them, and some factors will play more important roles in some governments or disciplines than in others. Nevertheless, anyone wishing to evaluate the legality — in the broad sense — of electronic government would do well to keep these criteria in mind and measure the methods of communications and the authority and practice of electronic government initiatives against them.

How legitimacy and legality have been achieved or may be achieved is the subject of the rest of this article. We will look at a number of Ontario government initiatives, with glimpses beyond the provincial borders, to give an impression of the range of and the legal authority for electronic programs, popularly known as electronic service delivery (ESD). The principal part of the discussion deals with authentication, both of information coming into government and of that going out from government, and looks at some of the legal options available. Next, we consider the different issues involved in electronic administration — the use of electronic media within government or with its business partners. When we look at government’s use of electronic communications for its own purposes, external or internal, we find a few of the qualities mentioned above predominate. Sometimes their importance is expressed, and sometimes it is simply a condition of doing business electronically that controls the options available. We finish with a review of law reforms that have supported more extensive use of ESD and e-administration.

Electronic Service Delivery

The earliest service delivered electronically to the public by governments, as by the private sector, was information. The Internet is a marvellous method of distributing information widely and cheaply. Many government (and private) Web sites to this day provide only information. Sometimes, they extend this to include forms, such as applications for jobs or licences, that can be downloaded, printed, and filled in like any other paper form. The usefulness of these functions is great. The legal issues they raise are those of providing information in any medium: what happens if the information is wrong, incomplete or out of date? Although the public may expect Internet information to be more current than documents on paper, the usual array of legal tools — cautions, disclaimers, and the like — should suffice to keep liability within reasonable limits. As a result, this article will not discuss them further.

When it moves beyond passive provision of information, electronic service delivery is the public sector equivalent of Business to Consumer (B2C) electronic commerce. It focuses on transactions between government and individuals, and individual businesses. A great deal of effort is being devoted across the country and
elsewhere\textsuperscript{13} to seizing the opportunities that ESD is thought to offer, in everything from issuing hunting licences to providing telehealth services to collecting fines — even to running electronic courthouses.

The government has been dealing electronically with the public in some areas for many years. For example, registrations of financing statements under the Personal Property Security Act\textsuperscript{14} have been submitted in electronic form since the early 1990s. Land registration using electronic documents is spreading across the province since it began in 1999.\textsuperscript{15} The Family Responsibility Office collects payments from debtors and debtors’ employers electronically and remits payments electronically to those entitled to them.\textsuperscript{16} The Ontario Energy Board has established an electronic regulatory project, in collaboration with the National Energy Board and the energy industry, to allow applicants and intervenors to prepare electronic files and communicate across the country by electronic means.\textsuperscript{17}

The trend in recent years has been towards more comprehensive programs, supported by broad enabling legislation. Ontario has been offering a “one-window” approach to business registrations through “Ontario Business Connects”.\textsuperscript{18} This permits access not only to provincial services such as getting a retail sales tax permit and an employer health tax licence, but also provides links to federal government sites to permit registration for business numbers for the Goods and Services Tax. The programs behind the electronic façade have also been adjusted to make their electronic delivery more efficient. Thus, Ontario is creating a “Master Business Licence” to replace a number of individual licences for different aspects of a business’s operations.\textsuperscript{19} This is only one example of a general rethinking of operational practices, required by going electronic, rather than simply putting existing communications models online. It sometimes involves rethinking the broader statutory framework as well.

For dealings between government and individuals, the Ontario government is also offering a one-window service under the generic heading “Online Services”\textsuperscript{20} (formerly known as Service Ontario). The home page offers special access to transactions involving school and work, driving, outdoors and recreation, health and social services, and “life events” (now limited to getting married and losing your wallet). This kind of service is becoming well established elsewhere. In Canada, New Brunswick has been a pioneer with Service New Brunswick.\textsuperscript{21} One of the most extensive programs is in Singapore, with its eCitizen site,\textsuperscript{22} which offers headings on Business, Employment, Housing, Defence (compulsory military service details), Family, Law and Order (file a police report, declare bankruptcy, etc.), Education, Health and Transport.

Comprehensive sectoral initiatives are also under way in Ontario and elsewhere. For example, the Integrated Justice Project\textsuperscript{23} aims to harmonize data manage-

ment practices throughout the justice system, across several ministries, and let the public deal electronically with the courts. Land information is collected, managed and made accessible to users through Land Information Ontario,\textsuperscript{24} to provide a harmonized approach to information about property boundaries, and boundaries of cities and towns; zoning, land-use, assessments and mining rights information; population information (e.g., demographics and census data); topographic features (e.g., elevation, contours, streams, etc.); information about water, soils, plants, trees, fish and wildlife; water and air quality information; roads and civic addressing data and structures built on the land, such as utilities and buildings.

### Authentication

Authentication is an element of security. We will situate it very briefly in this wider context, then look at some questions of principle touching authentication, and finally review how it has been sought in practice.

Security can be divided into two elements: network security and document security. The network — mainly for purposes of this paper, the Internet, but closed systems like linked public workstations or kiosks and internal government networks are also relevant — must be kept in operation, not subject to overloads or attacks or harmful interference, voluntary or involuntary, mechanical or human.\textsuperscript{25} Security is never absolute; it is relative. Communications channels are more or less secure. The legal implication of an insecure network is caution about what one commits to the network, and how one keeps backup copies of documents.

The second element of security is document security, which essentially influences how sure one can be of the answers to three questions: what, who and where. Document integrity is the first: has the document been altered from what was intended by the parties to a communication? The practical issue for integrity is how one keeps one’s data from being altered inappropriately or from being accessed or destroyed by unauthorized persons. Document source is the second element: who made the document and who sent it? This is usually known as the question of authentication.\textsuperscript{26} The issue for authentication is how one can be sufficiently sure that one knows who one is dealing with.\textsuperscript{27} Document origin is the third element: from what place did it come, and what legal regime applies to it? The issue of place is not dealt with in this paper. It is often discussed under the title of “jurisdiction”.\textsuperscript{28} Document security too is a question of degree: what level of assurance does one need in order to trust a document, or to give it legal consequences?

Some documents must also meet another criterion of security: is it confidential, i.e., accessible only to authorized readers or users?

The challenges for government here are not radically different from those faced by the private sector,
with two possible exceptions. First, government may be less tolerant of risk, for a combination of political and institutional factors. If you have a statutory duty to provide a service or pay money, and that service or money may make a very big difference to the lives of the people entitled to it, then you want to be sure that you are providing the service or paying the money to the right person. Moreover, the desire to be even-handed and accountable for compliance with rules, regulations and forms can lead to an over-diligent reliance on tried and true methods, known in extreme cases as "red tape". Add to this the professional reserve of lawyers, and one ends up being cautious and perhaps embracing technology only gingerly.

The second difference in security analysis within government is the large scale on which many programs are to operate. Ontario has twelve million residents entitled to health cards. Protecting the data from interception, and setting up a reliable identification and verification system for that many people, in a system that should not deny anyone vital services, is a different order of task from communicating with modest numbers of business customers.

It is worth looking more closely at authentication. The term "authentication" itself does not have a very clear meaning in Canadian law, outside perhaps the law of evidence. In the law of evidence, to authenticate a document means to provide evidence that can support a finding that the document is what it purports to be.\(^\text{29}\) General usage of the term deals largely with source, and sometimes with the integrity of the document, i.e., whether it has been altered. My own view is that authentication is best restricted to verifying the source of a document rather than its integrity.\(^\text{30}\)

How does the government know who it is dealing with? To a lesser extent, how do people dealing with the government know that they are really dealing with the government? There are two elements to this function: identification — determining who a person is in the first place; and verification — determining that a person claiming to be the identified person really is that person.\(^\text{23}\)

There is a tension between authentication (identifying people and verifying their identity) and privacy (preserving personal information from undue disclosure). Governments have records that can be used to identify people reliably, but privacy laws\(^\text{32}\) limit such activity to known programs and information collected in anticipation of those programs. Privacy statutes, such as Ontario's, make it difficult to pass information from one part of the government to another, because of the importance to the Act of "institutions", which are individual ministries or agencies. These rules reduce the benefit of some of the main features of electronic databases, which is their ability to search and compare records. All government electronic service programs have to accommodate the demands of the privacy legislation.\(^\text{33}\)

In practice, much of the discussion of authentication turns on the use of signatures, and for new media, on the characteristics of electronic signatures. Ink-on-paper signatures are of very little use in demonstrating the integrity of a signed document, especially the pages of the document that are not signed.\(^\text{34}\) That being said, the analysis of the appropriateness of different methods of verifying the source of a document can often influence the choice of method for verifying integrity. Likewise, the methods used for higher levels of assurance of source may also contribute to assurance of integrity.

The discussion can be made more concrete by looking at the ways that government in Ontario has dealt with requirements for signatures in different programs that have acquired an electronic version. The difference in treatment results from a formal process called "threat-risk analysis" (TRA). This involves evaluating how vulnerable a communications system is to compromise; how likely such compromise is (depending upon the incentives, financial or other, for people to try to compromise it); how serious the loss from a compromise is; how costly it is to secure the system against compromise, and what benefit flows from communicating electronically rather than sticking to paper; and how secure the paper communications are in the first place. Not all the programs mentioned here have been subjected to a full TRA, but the reasoning no doubt ran along these lines in any event.\(^\text{35}\)

In general, the common law does not require that a signature be in any particular form, so long as the attribution and intention to sign are clear.\(^\text{36}\) So long as signatures were on paper, the formal requirements tended to go without saying. There is little caselaw, and what there is deals with signing authority or — especially in the United States — whether a particular method meets the Statute of Frauds rule that some documents needed to be signed to be enforceable.\(^\text{27}\) Essentially, a signature is evidence of a person's connection with a document, and of the intention of that person with respect to the document.\(^\text{38}\) This suggests that such evidence in electronic form could be satisfactory at common law, without statutory support. Nevertheless, most e-government initiatives have looked to formal authority to support their solutions to the signature or authentication problems they have faced.

Authenticating information coming into government

The first set of solutions deals with information coming into government that traditionally had been signed by the person submitting it. Ontario has used at least five methods to accept such information electronically.

Eliminate the signature requirement

The most dramatic method is to eliminate the need for a signature entirely. This has been done for filings of
business names and styles, for personal property security registration, and for land transfer registrations, with different programs to back them up. The Business Regulation Reform Act, 1994, requires the Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations (now called the Minister of Consumer and Business Services) to make regulations on the electronic form of any business information being submitted to the government of Ontario under any statute. The approval of the Minister responsible for the statute is needed for any regulation not under an MCCR (MCBS) Act. Under section 10, the Minister may, by regulation, dispense with signatures otherwise required, or provide for the methods to be used to sign electronically.

To date, the powers under this Act have been used for the filing of business name registrations and partnership registrations. The 1995 regulation reads:

3. (2) A business that files a unified form in an electronic format under subsection (1) is not required to sign the form by electronic signature or by signature copied or reproduced in any other manner.

These forms are filed to give public notice of names by which corporations are doing business, so the public knows who the legal person is behind a business name. The paper forms were signed, but it was unlikely that anyone ever verified the signatures. No public benefits or grants were given for filing the forms. In short, there was little incentive for anyone to submit falsified forms, and little downside to the government if falsified forms were filed. The cost of verifying paper signatures, or of setting up a system of reliable electronic signatures, outweighed the cost of having compromised records enter the system.

Electronic registration of financing statements under the Personal Property Security Act was authorized by the Electronic Registration Act (Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations Statutes) 1991. While signatures were not required on financing statements, those filing them were known to the Ministry, and they kept an account with the Ministry to pay for documents filed. The Ministry knew who it was dealing with and ran no risk of non-payment. The filings gave notice of security interests but did not constitute the security interest itself. As a result, wrongful filings could cause some loss to third parties, but not to the principal parties to the agreements.

Electronic registration of land transfers was authorized by 1994 amendments to the Land Registration Reform Act. Agreements to transfer land no longer need to be signed, since they are no longer registered. However, the registration of those documents occurs only on the strength of a request from a lawyer or other authorized party, who communicates with the land registry using a very secure digital signature. Since the registry is the official record of the title, and much value is carried by title to land, security systems are vitally important, and the threat-risk analysis produces a different result than for business name registrations.

Close the system

The second technique, where one does not eliminate the signature requirement, is to close the communications system. A system is closed by technology, so one can identify all the potential signers by other means, or by contract, so one can bind them by contract to take responsibility for messages that appear to come from them. Generally, both techniques are used: the contract designates the technology to be used, so that its reliability will be satisfactory to the government. This closed system is widely used in the private sector; any electronic banking system depends on the contract between the customer and the bank. Likewise for government, closed systems have proved useful. See, for example, the Electronic Registration Act:

4. (4) Information that is filed in an electronic format may be filed only by a person who is or who is a member of a class of persons that is authorized to do so by a person who has the power to authorize such filings under a designated Act, or, if no person is authorized under the designated Act, by the Minister.

See also the Land Registration Reform Act as amended:

20. (2) A person shall not deliver an electronic document to the electronic land registration database by direct electronic transmission unless the person is authorized to do so by the Director.

Compare, as well, the Toronto electronic court filing pilot project, whose authorizing rule reads, “... a lawyer, or another person who has filed a requisition with the registrar, may use the authorized software to issue or to file electronically the following documents...”.

“Outsource” the signature

A third method of dealing with signatures in electronic communications systems is to “outsource” the storage of the signature, by making the signer hold on to the signature on paper while the governmental system gets an electronic equivalent. In case of dispute, the filer has to produce the manual signature. This system has been used for filing securities documents such as prospectuses, under the System for Electronic Document and Retrieval (SEDAR), operated by the Canadian Securities Administrators.

The Toronto electronic court filing pilot project eliminated most signature requirements on material filed electronically, but for the key document, the affidavit of service showing the defendant had notice of the action, the filer was required to keep and produce on demand an original signed version of the affidavit. The same technique has been used more recently for any signed document that is part of a proceeding subject to new electronic filing rules in designated areas of the
province.\textsuperscript{53} Filing an individual federal income tax return electronically through an approved electronic filing service provider requires signing a document attesting to the accuracy of what is filed electronically; the agent keeps the signature until the tax authorities ask for it.\textsuperscript{54}

Designate the technology informally

A further approach to signatures is to allow the Executive to use whatever technology appears satisfactory. For example, the \textit{Compulsory Automobile Insurance Act}\textsuperscript{55} permits the use of any signature approved by the Minister.\textsuperscript{56} The Minister has approved an electronic signature created by pressing on an "I agree" icon on the screen of a Service Ontario kiosk, to certify that one has valid auto insurance when one is applying electronically for renewal of one's licence plates. The government is, in effect, using a "click through" certificate with the electronic signature. By that time, the signer has already entered his or her plate number, insurance policy number and credit card number, so the chances of falsely denying signing the certificate of insurance are slim. (Driving an uninsured vehicle is a separate offence, so a successful denial of a signature at the kiosk could lead one into more trouble.)

A model of this kind of provision is the \textit{Income Tax Act},\textsuperscript{57} which permits electronic filing of tax returns by "using electronic media in a manner specified in writing by the Minister [of National Revenue]." The specification spells out that using the three means of identification provided in the program constitutes the taxfiler's signature.\textsuperscript{58}

Designate the standards for particular programs

Sometimes the use of electronic signatures is authorized expressly for particular statutes. An example is found in the \textit{Provincial Offences Act} ("POA").\textsuperscript{59} Amendments to the POA in 1993\textsuperscript{60} allowed for electronic documents:

\begin{verbatim}
  76.1. (1) A document may be completed and signed by electronic means in an electronic format and may be filed by direct electronic transmission if the completion, signature and filing are in accordance with the regulations.
\end{verbatim}

The functional description of the electronic program is almost always left to regulations, since it requires more details than are usually put into statutes, the details may change as technology evolves, and frequently the responsible ministries do not know in detail what they want to do at the time the statute is enacted. The POA regulations are oriented more to function and less to technology than some.\textsuperscript{61}

The regulation states:

1. A document is properly completed in an electronic format if the information provided,
   \begin{enumerate}
   \item (a) is intelligible in a form prescribed under the Act when that information is used for any purpose under the Act; and
   \item (b) cannot be altered after the document has been signed electronically, except for the elaboration of
   \end{enumerate}
coded information or its compression or encryption, or the addition of codes necessary for its proper submission to the Integrated Court Offences Network of the Ministry of the Attorney General.

2. (1) A document is properly signed in an electronic format if the document contains a code, name or number of a person that is capable of identifying the person as the originator of the document and the code, name or number,
   \begin{enumerate}
   \item (a) is generated by electronic means at the same time as the document being signed or on completion of the document; and
   \item (b) is reasonably secure against unauthorized use.
   \end{enumerate}

(2) A code, name or number is presumed reasonably secure against unauthorized use,
   \begin{enumerate}
   \item (a) if the physical means of generating it are themselves protected; or
   \item (b) if the electronic means of generating it are themselves a secure code or if those means are protected by a password issued in confidence to the originator of the document.\textsuperscript{62}
   \end{enumerate}

To date, these provisions have been used only for filing electronic speeding tickets issued under the photoradar system in 1994-1995. The photoradar program was discontinued before any of the provisions on the creation or signature of electronic documents was brought before a court for review.

Another recent example of defining electronic signatures is found in amendments to the \textit{Ontario Business Corporations Act}.\textsuperscript{63} Subsection 1(1) says:

"electronic signature" means an identifying mark or process that is,
\begin{enumerate}
\item (a) created or communicated using telephonic or electronic means;
\item (b) attached to or associated with a document or other information, and
\item (c) made or adopted by a person to associate the person with the document or other information, as the case may be.
\end{enumerate}

This definition sets no standards of reliability at all. A requirement of, if not a standard for, reliability appears in the substantive provision:

\begin{verbatim}
  110. (4.2) A shareholder or an attorney may sign, by electronic signature, a proxy, a revocation of proxy or a power of attorney authorizing the creation of either of them if the means of electronic signature permits a reliable determination that the document was created or communicated by or on behalf of the shareholder or the attorney, as the case may be.\textsuperscript{64}
\end{verbatim}

Two other notable examples of definitions of electronic signatures are found in the \textit{Ontario Works Act, 1997}\textsuperscript{65} and the \textit{Ontario Disability Support Program Act, 1997}.\textsuperscript{66} They contain the following provision on electronic signatures:\textsuperscript{67}

\begin{verbatim}
Where this Act or the regulations require an individual's signature, one or more of the individual's personal identification number (PIN), password, biometric information or photographic image may be used in the place of his or her signature to authenticate the individual's identity and to act as authorization of or consent to a transaction relating to an application for or the receipt of assistance.
\end{verbatim}
Solving Legal Issues in Electronic Government

This provision is currently not in use. Its form is modern and flexible. It will be necessary to spell out, no doubt in regulations, who decides when the provision comes into force and what particular method will be used in practice.\textsuperscript{68} The individual welfare recipient will not be called on to make those decisions, though the language of the section appears to leave it open to any party to communications to do so.

**Authenticating information coming out of government**

The foregoing examples deal with authenticating documents coming into government, where the existing law has called for a signature for this purpose. The other task of authentication occurs for documents purporting to come from government, where the recipient needs to know with assurance that the document is official. Many legal documents contain official information that people can rely on to take action or change their legal position. Thus, this information has to be right. Current law recognizes this need through certificates and other documents that attest to their credible origins with some public institution. The documents are usually required to have some kind of evidence of their source, such as letterhead, seals or signatures of public officials. Some of these security requirements also tend to show that the information has not been altered since the issue of the documents. How is this to be done electronically?\textsuperscript{69}

**Define the problem away**

A radical approach to this aspect of signatures is to define the problem away. A number of Ontario statutes simply say that a certificate of authority (e.g., identifying an inspector who has the right to enter premises to check them over) “purporting to bear the signature of the Minister” is admissible in court.\textsuperscript{70} One understands the desire not to have to prove the Minister’s signature or the authority to hold the certificate in every prosecution. However, such a form of self-authentication was not conceived for an era of electronic documents and arguably will not work well in the electronic world without further assurances of the information in the document.

Beyond this unpromising type of provision, two main methods seem to be developing, depending in part on the type of information at issue and its uses. The first is a reference back to some official and secure database. The second is the encryption of the documents, often in the context of a public key infrastructure.

**Refer to secure source of data**

We look first at the secure reference method. The Companies Branch of the Ministry of Consumer and Business Services creates corporations, which are bodies with special rules about liability. It is important for people to be able to know whether a particular organization is currently a corporation in good standing, and who its directors and officers are. The Companies Branch has always issued “Certificates of status” about corporations. It will also certify the names that appear on its register as directors and officers.

In recent years, the Branch has been issuing electronic certificates of this information. The certificates include a digitized signature of the Director of the Branch, i.e., an electronic representation that displays his/her handwritten signature. This makes a printout of the certificate look like the traditional document, but the electronic signature is worth nothing as security. Electronics can be moved from one document to another without detection (unless special measures such as encryption are used).

The real authentication feature in the electronic certificate is a “unique identifier”—a code that refers back to the official corporation file in the hands of the Ministry. Each certificate has a different identifier, so the certificate as well as the corporation can be identified. Someone who wants to check the validity of the information in a certificate can ask the Branch to provide information about the corporation so identified. The ease of checking the official information deters fraudulent alteration of the certificate by increasing the risk that such changes will be detected.

The Ministry of the Attorney General has recently established a similar system. People who win civil lawsuits are entitled to enforce their win by seizing and selling the defendant’s property, within limits. The court issues a “writ of seizure and sale” through the office of the sheriff. This writ can also be registered against land held by the defendant, so money owed can be collected from the proceeds of any future sale of the land.

The writs and their registration against the land are now being done in electronic form.\textsuperscript{71} The system must obviously ensure that the amounts seized, and the person from whom they are seized, are those named by the court in the judgment. This requirement is met by the use of a unique identifier that refers the electronic document back to the court file. Anyone needing to check the information can do so against the official record, and not have to trust the electronic document being presented at the time.

In addition, the writs are court documents. The *Courts of Justice Act*\textsuperscript{72} requires that any document issued by the Court must bear the seal of the court. The Act also says that the Court shall have such seals as are approved by the Attorney General. While seals were originally impressions of particular forms on wax, and later on paper, their form has become much more flexible over time. The intention behind the mark is more important than its form, just as it is for signatures. The Attorney General has approved the unique identifiers as seals of the court for the purpose of the writs. Since these identifiers are unique to the document and link to a unique file, they provide better authentication than the physical seal, which simply identified the name of the
court, and could be imitated by someone with the means and incentive to do so.

The use of such unique identifiers to authenticate information depends on the reliability of the official database. Thorough security is needed to preserve that resource. The same is true of paper files, of course, and electronic files may be more secure than paper against loss or alteration, if they are properly managed.

While on the subject of seals, one may note the provision added to the regulations under the Highway Traffic Act.73 The Electronic Documents regulation74 says:

6. (2) In an electronic document or a printed copy of an electronic document, the seal of the Ministry may be represented by an asterisk.

This replaces one graphic symbol, a seal, with another graphic symbol, an asterisk. One understands the desire to escape an irremediably physical symbol with one that can be created electronically, but in doing so one loses the element of security given by the presence of the physical seal of the Ministry. There is no way to tell who created an asterisk. When this regulation was made, the use of unique identifiers had not been developed. That seems a better method of achieving the goals of the Ministry than the current regulation.

The federal government’s legislation on electronic documents, the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act,75 permits seals to be created electronically by use of what that Act calls “secure electronic signatures”.76 This term awaits regulations for its final meaning to become clear, but it appears likely that it will involve the use of encryption through the Government of Canada public key infrastructure. The next part of this paper discusses encryption techniques in more detail. For many government purposes, however, it is arguable that unique identifiers serve the same goal with considerably less complexity. It is a matter for debate which programs need encryption and which can rely on the simpler method.

Use encryption to sign documents

Some uses of legal documents do not permit a reference back to the database. Sometimes the identity of the person or the office sending the information is essential to its user. Where the document itself has to be traced, or its contents have to be secure on their own, then people may prefer to use encryption for authentication.

Encryption has been around for a long time to keep documents secret. If the key to the code is known only to two people, then the recipient of a coded message also knows who sent it.77 For reasons beyond the scope of this paper, traditional encryption is not adequate for widespread use by large numbers of people. A relatively new form of encryption can be used for these purposes, and many public sector and private sector bodies are working to set up systems to use it.

Public key encryption uses two mathematically related keys to process documents. One key of the key pair encrypts, and only the other key of the pair will decrypt. Either one can do either task. If you know one key, you cannot figure out the other one. The principle of using public key cryptography is that one key (the “private key”) of the key pair will be kept secret by its holder, and the other one will be made public (the “public key”) to anyone who might need to know it. Anyone who holds the public key can read something encrypted with the private key. Only the holder of the private key can read something encrypted with the public key.78

This means that the use of a private key to encrypt is the equivalent of a signature in identifying the source of a document — only one person can have encrypted it.79 There is also a way to use this technology to show that information has not been altered from the time it is encrypted to the time it is read.80 While the mathematics of public key cryptography is well proven, its application in practice can be very complex, for administrative more than for technical reasons. It depends on very reliable identification of the holders of the private keys to the potential users of the system.81 It also requires good key management, especially where large numbers of keyholders include those who retire or change positions or lose their private keys (which threatens to compromise the reliability of anything signed in the future with those keys). The system of software and hardware specification and rules of conduct of the parties is known as a public key infrastructure, or PKI.82

The Government of Ontario is building the “GO-PKI”, and several ministries want to use it. Among them are Health, Community and Social Services, and the Justice sector ministries.83 Some Children’s Aid Societies are now using public key cryptography for secure electronic communications about vulnerable children. A number of policies and design features of the PKI remain to be developed. PKI is not a magic bullet, and one size does not fit all. Each user community will have to decide how to make the technology work for its members. It does seem to be the best form of electronic authentication for some programs. Some of these uses will work for information coming into government as well as for information going out.

At present, it seems likely that government uses of PKI in Ontario and federally84 will not have special legislative authority, but it will be supported by a network of contracts, as are some of the electronic registration systems examined earlier in this paper.85 Among those contracts may be “cross-certification agreements”, by which PKIs of different governments, or of private sector organizations, agree to accept each others’ certificates as the basis of reliability of the certificates on signatures from those systems. Such agreements depend on intensive technical and administrative controls, to justify the trust given to each others’ practices.
Use a token of identity

In closing, one should note a non-signature method of authenticating a transaction. Traditionally, a person can be identified by one or more of three methods: what they are (e.g., biometrics or a handwritten signature), what they know (e.g., a password or PIN) or what they have (e.g., an ATM card or a physical key). The government of Ontario has announced that it will issue for some provincial purposes smart cards — plastic cards with embedded processing chips — to help facilitate the administration of programs that depend on the identity and entitlement of individuals. A smart card could contain the representation of the cardholder’s signature, or a representation of an electronic signature readily transmitted to the government’s verification computer. It could, however, be treated as an authentication device without having to use the language of signatures at all. Electronic technology permits governments to expand their options to new forms of authentication, not just to new methods of doing the old things.

Just as the range of government services is broad, so too are the possible methods of authenticating information flowing in and out of government. Some methods present more legal challenges than others, and may need detailed legislative support. The options are starting to look more familiar than they were a few years ago, although it might be premature to consider them a “toolkit”. More customization is needed than such a term implies.

Electronic Administration

The previous section of the paper has discussed legal issues presented by electronic service delivery, with particular focus on authentication through signatures or equivalents. We now look briefly at how electronic processes affect governments internally or in their relations with suppliers of goods and services. In this respect, electronic administration resembles business-to-business (B2B) electronic commerce. Not all of these communications are strictly commercial in nature — for example, the relations of the government with its employees, who are often unionized — but the use of Internet protocols to format and communicate information, and the development of a less-hierarchical organization based on information sharing, are common between public and private sectors.

Government sometimes faces unique considerations when it goes electronic in this thorough way. The statutes dealing with administrative procedures, such as the Financial Administration Act, assume that government ministries are stable and to a large extent self-contained. Sharing or delegating powers across departmental lines can be hard to understand for civil servants who are attentive to their authority. It is not the electronic communications as such that matter here — the replacement of paper is not the issue — but the lowering of structural barriers or supports.

Likewise, as noted earlier, the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act contemplates that “institutions” will keep personal information confidential according to the Act. Institutions are ministries of the government, not the provincial Crown as one. Many government departments collect and use personal information. Their ability to share it or handle it in common is problematic under the Act.

The easy flow of information is not limited to a single level of government. Electronic technology permits the creation of databases and communications among levels of government as well. Federal, provincial and municipal governments can cooperate to cut their own costs, as well as to serve their populations better. At the limit, this can cause constitutional concerns: is the level of government legally responsible for action under the Constitution really performing it, or is the sharing of information and programs the equivalent of an impermissible intergovernmental delegation? These questions have scarcely begun to be asked, much less analyzed and answered.

The longest-standing example of cross-governmental cooperation, in the use of electronic communications for core administration, is the online procurement process. All levels of government use a system called MERX, which is a private organization run by the Bank of Montreal under contract to the federal and provincial governments, to provide online tendering services. At present MERX makes public requests for proposals and other invitations to tender. It does not provide a means for tenders to be submitted to government. The reasons for this are complex, and both practical and legal. How does one know where a bid comes from? (The authentication question again!) How does one prevent collusion among bidders? How does one guarantee that no bids will be opened before the appropriate time? Is a contract made online binding on the parties?

The use of electronic communications can require substantial investments in hardware and software. Technology projects often seem to attract innovative methods of spreading the cost and the benefit of innovative programs. Governments get involved in “public private partnerships”, alternative service delivery, and outsourcing of all kinds. The benefits of such processes can be real, but close watch must be kept on the costs and allocation of income. Like public administration in any other medium, the possibilities for inappropriate operations require caution. The Provincial Auditor in Ontario has developed a close interest in some e-government projects for just these reasons. In New Brunswick, such a partnership has led to litigation; the trial court found that the province had obtained the valuable benefit of learning “how not to attempt a complicated computer systems integration project.”
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In addition, the Information and Privacy Commission has expressed concerns that involving the private sector in operating services for the government should not deprive the public of rights of access to information and protection of personal information that it would have if the government provided the services directly.\textsuperscript{98} In practice, the province now has fairly standard contract terms to ensure that the responsibility for providing access and privacy is properly discharged.

Similar issues arise for the obligations of the government under the \textit{French Language Services Act},\textsuperscript{99} when someone other than the provincial government itself provides the services. It may turn out that it is easier to provide at least information and sometimes transactions in both languages across the province by use of technology than it is in person. However, the government will need to ensure that outside contractors — in the private sector or other levels of government — do in fact provide full bilingual services in accordance with the Act.\textsuperscript{100}

The practical and auditing aspects of electronic government we leave at this point, but the legal requirements will occupy us a bit longer.

\section*{Law Reform in Support of Electronic Government}

Much of our law traditionally presumes the presence of paper in order to create or prove legal relationships. Private and public sectors have had to deal with the consequences of taking the paper away as communications and records have taken electronic form. It has been necessary to decide when one was using paper because the law required it, and when one was using paper because of the convenience of paper’s qualities in use. Two simple examples illustrate the difference. Often in common law, an oral contract will bind the parties to it. Nevertheless, it is usual in higher-value transactions for the parties to “get it in writing”. In law, a pencilled “X” may serve as a signature, for example on the will of an illiterate person. However, most people would not accept a cheque with a pencilled “X”, in the signature line. What is “legal” and what is prudent may be different. People do an informal threat–risk analysis in deciding on the form of their everyday transactions, and often choose paper to express them.

\subsection*{Accommodation strategies}

Where we have traditionally used paper, lawyers use a number of techniques to bolster the legal effect of using electronics.\textsuperscript{101} Some work better for the private sector than for government; others are equally useful for both.

\subsection*{Contract}

The oldest recourse of lawyers is probably contract: spell out the consequences of communicating with each other by electronic means. While this is most obviously appropriate where the parties are deciding on prudent practices only, it has an honourable history with legal requirements, too. The most important class of such contracts may be “trading partner agreements” between the parties to electronic data interchange (EDI).\textsuperscript{102} EDI involves the use of formally structured computer communications for business purposes. Parties to EDI prescribe what they have to do to give legal effect to their communications. Trading partner agreements often say expressly that the communications are deemed to be in writing (and that agreement itself tends to be on paper), that signatures are to be done in a particular way, that specific records must be kept, and that evidence of transactions under the agreement will not be challenged because of the electronic form. Fortunately for the parties, but unfortunately for the law, very few if any trading partner agreements have come to litigation, so the validity of some of their provisions has not been definitively tested.

\subsection*{Technology}

A second technique for resolving legal issues is the technology itself. Technology can control access to information, it can trace those who have had access to it, and increasingly it is able to offer methods of paying small amounts for individual events of access. The origin of electronic inquiries can be traced more and more. Where legal rights depend on such features of information, the rights are becoming more certain as the technology evolves.

\subsection*{Common law}

A third technique of adaptation is the common law. The law changes as the society it serves changes. Just as it came to terms with telegram, telephone and telex, so now it is coming to terms with telecopiers (faxes)\textsuperscript{103} and other forms of electronic communications. Judges know that documents are generated electronically, and sent and stored the same way. One sees this reflected in the law of evidence, where computer-generated records are almost never refused admission on the ground that they are unknown or unreliable by nature.\textsuperscript{104} The words of the statutes will often be read in a way that accommodates these changes.

For example, what of the definition in the \textit{Interpretation Act}\textsuperscript{105} of “writing”? Subsection 29(1) defines it as follows:

“Writing”, “written”, or any term of like import, includes words printed, painted, engraved, lithographed, photographed, or represented or reproduced by any other mode in a visible form.

Can this be understood to include computer communications? After all, the words that are visible on the
monitor’s screen are usually made up of the symbols that we use for writing. While an argument can be made in this sense, the more common view appears to be that the definition aims at something more tangible. All the examples in the statute involve paper or an even more solid medium. Further, this argument does not extend to machine-readable documents that may well be useful for legal dealings, such as some EDI codes. Our courts have not been called on to answer the question, but many people have pushed for more certainty in the meantime.

**Law Reform**

The final recourse is to law reform: change the rule that requires paper, in one way or another. We have already noted some specific statutes authorizing the use of electronic records for electronic filing. Law reform has been of particular interest to government to resolve the question of electronic records. Government shares many of the concerns of the private sector in respect of electronic forms of information. Government enters into contracts, it relies on signatures, it seeks and produces original documents. It retains records, probably to a greater extent than anyone else.

However, the techniques of accommodation mentioned above are less available to government to resolve its concerns. For example, the government deals with most of its subjects without contract, so contractual remedies are of limited use. Reliance on the development of the common law is also less satisfactory than for private interests, because individual cases apply only to the narrow facts of the case. Precedents and principles build slowly. Government needs broadly applicable legitimacy faster than common law developments often allow. It is therefore fair to say that government has had recourse more quickly than the private sector to law reform to satisfy these pressures in a way consistent with the obligations and culture described here.

Most of the early law reform in Ontario dealing with the use of electronic communications has thus applied to government uses, rather than to private sector transactions with other private sector bodies. Two additional reasons can be offered for this. First, government ministries have had access to the legislative process for their own programs and purposes, and have used that access to ensure the legal effectiveness of those programs. Private sector interests may not have had the same ability to focus the legislative priorities. Nothing improper is suggested here; the public interest in the legitimacy of government processes justifies this kind of priority in many cases.

Second, the power of public bodies to innovate may be more often in question than it is for private entities. Some public bodies are entirely creatures of statute, and have no more power than is expressly given to them by their governing law. Municipalities are in this class, as are many agencies, boards and commissions. Even where the limits are not so clear, there is comfort in knowing that the Legislature has turned its mind to the program’s use of new media of communications and has allowed it.

This is not to say that the private sector is unaffected by the early reforms, only that it is the operation of government programs and registries that is usually at issue. We turn now to some examples.

**Law reform to support particular programs**

The following examples show different approaches to specific uses of information in electronic form. They often apply to electronic service delivery rather than electronic administration, because the legal rules applicable to providing services to the public are more likely than those governing internal processes to have language suggesting that paper is needed. We begin with reforms designed to support the use of electronic records for particular programs or types of program. This approach to reform has been reduced, though not eliminated, by the more generic approach described subsequently.

The general use of records, and in particular electronic records, has been authorized by statute in some cases. The Public Guardian and Trustee Act was amended in 1997 to add the following section:

102. (1) The Public Guardian and Trustee may store information in any form or medium and may at any time transfer or re-transfer it to another form or medium, in whole or in part.

(2) It is not necessary for the PGT to retain a record or an original document if the information it contains has been stored in some other form or medium.

One suspects that the drafters had in mind the potential to convert the voluminous documentation received on paper by the PGT to electronic images. Storage and record management are both easier in this form. One will note that this statute has no guidelines or standards relating to the techniques used to store or transfer information or the security of the records at any time.

Sometimes, the reforms have focused mainly on the use of electronic records in judicial proceedings. Here are some examples. In the Corporations Tax Act, subsections 93(6.1) to (6.3) provide that where information is filed electronically, the Minister may make printouts and the printouts are as admissible as the original information; certain electronic information may be extracted from electronically-filed information and that extract is admissible; and if the electronically-filed information is destroyed, a duly authenticated printout of it is admissible “and shall have the same probative force as the original return or document would have had if it had been proved in the ordinary way”. These provisions ensure that the Minister’s records may be kept electronically or on paper without affecting their admissibility in court if disputes arise with the taxpayers. Similar provisions have been added to other tax statutes.
The 1997 amendments to the Public Guardian and Trustee Act referred to above also included this section:

10.1. (2) A copy or print-out of a record of the Public Guardian and Trustee, authenticated in a manner approved by the Attorney General, is admissible in evidence and has the same probative force as the record (or the original document, if any, on which the record is based) would have had if the record (or the original document) had been proved in the ordinary way.

In this case, there is some control over formatting and security, in that the Attorney General has to approve the method of authentication. The Legislature has not limited the discretion of the Attorney General on this point, however.

We have already examined the law relating to electronic filing.

Generic law reform

Much of this use-by-use, program-by-program, ministry-by-ministry law reform has been overtaken by more general legislation that solves most of the problems for most of the government, while doing the same for the private sector. This has the benefit of legislative economy and consistency across the government. It can also promote harmonization of legal principles across provincial and national borders, in times when communications make borders for some purposes almost meaningless. Much of the generic law reform in Canada and elsewhere is inspired by work of the United Nations, notably the Model Law on Electronic Commerce of 1996. Within Canada, the Uniform Law Conference of Canada prepared a uniform statute to implement the U.N. principles.

Uniform Electronic Commerce Act

The Uniform Electronic Commerce Act (UECA) has been adopted by all the common law provinces in Canada and by the Yukon Territory. This is comprehensive minimalist legislation, intended to make the law “media neutral”, so the same rules will apply to records and communications in all media. It does not set up special rules for the electronic world. Instead, it sets out the ways by which electronic information can meet the standards that apply to all information, even though the standards have been expressed in words that suggest the use of paper. Despite its name, the Act applies to much more than commerce. It applies to all rules of law of the enacting jurisdiction, except where rules or transactions or documents have been expressly excluded. Some provinces have given their statutes a broader name to reflect this reality.

Governmental powers to use electronic records

The Act deals expressly with governmental powers to use information in electronic form. The UECA states:

17. (1) In the absence of an express provision in any law that electronic means may not be used or that they must be used in specified ways, a minister of the Crown in right of [enacting jurisdiction] or an entity referred to in subparagraphs 1(c)(ii) [or (iii)] may use electronic means to create, collect, receive, store, transfer, distribute, publish or otherwise deal with documents or information.

(2) For the purpose of subsection (1), the use of words and expressions like “in writing” and “signature” and other similar words and expressions does not by itself constitute an express provision that electronic means may not be used.

Electronic payments in and out of government are also expressly authorized.

Principles of the Uniform Act

The Act is technology neutral—it does not say what technological means are to be used to comply with it. It aims at results and not at how they are achieved. It authorizes the use of “functional equivalents” to paper documents, i.e., electronic techniques that have the same function and satisfy the same policy objectives as the paper. Thus, for example, it provides that a requirement in law that information be in writing can be satisfied if the information is accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference. It says that if the law requires a signature, an electronic signature will suffice. “Electronic signature” is defined as “information in electronic form that a person has created or adopted in order to sign a document and that is in, attached to or associated with the document”.

An electronic document may serve as an original if

(a) there exists a reliable assurance as to the integrity of the information contained in the electronic document from the time the document to be presented or retained was first made in its final form, whether as a paper document or as an electronic document;

(b) where the document in original form is to be provided to a person, the electronic document that is provided to the person is capable of being retained by the person so as to be usable for subsequent reference; and

(c) where the document in original form is to be provided to the Government,

(i) the Government or the part of Government to which the information is to be provided has consented to accept electronic documents in satisfaction of the requirement; and

(ii) the electronic document meets the information technology standards and acknowledgement rules, if any, established by the Government or part of Government, as the case may be.

What is reliable is also described, in contextual terms:

(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1)(a),

(a) the criterion for assessing integrity is whether the information has remained complete and unaltered, apart from the introduction of any changes that arise in the normal course of communication, storage and display;

(b) the standard of reliability required shall be assessed in the light of the purpose for which the document
was made and in the light of all the circum-
stances.126

Consent rule

From these examples, one can see that the Act takes
a flexible approach to security, acknowledging that dif-
ferent uses and programs may have a different
threat-risk analysis and need different assurances as to
the source and integrity of the electronic communica-
tions and records. This puts a serious burden on users of
electronic systems to think about what is prudent for
them. The Act does not require anyone to use or accept
documents in electronic form; this is spelled out
expressly.127 Anyone who feels insecure can refuse to
deal electronically. The power to say “no” is the power to
say “yes, if…”; and to set specifications for electronic
communications that will be accepted.

These consent rules are expressly extended to gov-
ernment,128 which has an even stronger provision:

Despite subsection (1), the consent of the Government
to accept information in electronic form may not be
inferred by its conduct but must be expressed by commu-
nication accessible to the public or to those likely to com-
unicate with it for particular purposes.129

The reason for the stronger language is that govern-
ment often does not have contracts with those who are
communicating with it, so there is no opportunity to
agree on standards, either for reliability or for compati-

bility with existing systems. Some people who commu-

nicate with government do so unwillingly, and they might
be indifferent, at best, whether their communications
did not work or even harmed the government’s com-
puters or data bases. Public sector consent must be
explicit or express so that informal communications,
such as a civil servant’s e-mail, is not taken to be a min-
istry-wide consent to communicate officially by such
means. It is arguable, however, that the recipient of elec-

tronic communications could rely on the apparent public

authority of the civil servant to use e-mail with legal
effect. Express consent could be posted to a ministry
Web site, or stated in other generally accessible media.

The definition of “public body” in Ontario, Alberta,
and British Columbia, and “government” in the UECA,
refers to particular ministries or departments, so that the
express consent required for electronic communications
is subdivided into these bodies. The consent of one min-
istry does not apply to another ministry, which may have
different systems, or different demands for reliability.

Special safeguards for government

Beyond the general empowerment, and the
restricted use of consent, the UECA contains special sa-
guards for government in the functional equivalence
provisions. In general, these sections provide that besides
meeting the general requirements of the sections, infor-
mation coming into government in electronic form may
be subjected to “information technology standards” set
by the government.130 Again, the definitions would allow
such standards to be set by each department. The Act
does not say how the standards are to be set, whether by
regulation or simple decree or announcement.131 To
date, no province or territory has set any standards, as
they all tend to accept information produced by most
over-the-counter software, unless particular programs
have special needs.132

Under the UECA principle, electronic information
that flows out of government would be subject to the
general functional equivalence rules to meet writing
requirements. Only incoming information needs the
protections from unusual or inadequate technology.

Special provisions in Ontario’s legislation

Ontario’s version of the UECA has some additional
provisions inserted to provide comfort to the Informa-
tion and Privacy Commission.133 Alberta has followed
suit in its legislation, sometimes in slightly different
wording.134 Two of the additional provisions affect gov-
ernment in particular. One is a reformulation of the
consent provision to ensure that people will still be able
to obtain government service in traditional ways — or at
least that government will have to find other authority
than this statute to go entirely online:135

(4) Nothing in this Act authorizes a public body to
require other persons to use, provide or accept informa-
tion or documents in electronic form without their consent.136

The second ensures that the Act cannot be taken to
reduce in any way the obligations to give access to elec-
tronic records, or to protect the privacy of individuals.

27. (1) Nothing in this Act limits the operation of the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, the
Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Pri-
vacy Act, or any other provision of law that is intended to,

(a) protect the privacy of individuals; or
(b) provide rights of access to information held by
public bodies and similar entities.

(2) This Act does not authorize a public body or similar
entity to destroy a document whose retention is otherwise
required by a provision of law or a schedule for the reten-
tion or destruction of documents, where the document,

(a) is in a non-electronic form; and
(b) was first created by or on behalf of the body or
entity, or communicated to it, in that non-elec-
tronic form.137

Subsection 27(1) no doubt reflects to some extent
the concern of the Commission about externalizing elec-
tronic communications without provision for access,138
since the literal terms of the Act otherwise would not
lead one to believe that it was any threat to other stat-
utes. The second subsection preserves the right to access
documents in the paper form they originally were made
in (if any), at least until they are destroyed in the normal
course of record management. The government may not
use the power to retain paper records in electronic
form139 to destroy prematurely paper records that are
subject to access rights.
Implementation of the Uniform Act in Canada

In their legislation implementing the UECA, most provinces and the Yukon have kept the government provisions in the original form. However, British Columbia is silent on government, except for receiving and making payments, trusting to the general consent provision to allow the government to protect itself and impose standards as required. Saskatchewan already had legislation about electronic filing, so it brought that statute into its Electronic Information and Documents Act, where it works a little differently. Manitoba has limited the operation of its functional equivalence sections to designated laws, but otherwise the government ("public body") rules are incorporated from the UECA. New Brunswick has departed furthest from the UECA, leaving exclusions entirely to the regulations, and not referring to government either. The views of officials in New Brunswick appear to be that these provisions are not necessary to achieve the desired results, but that the results will be the same in the end under their legislation.

Other generic legislation

Quebec has not followed the uniform legislation, but its statute on documents created with new technologies aims to make Quebec's law media neutral, so that information will have the same legal effect regardless of the medium on which it appears, if it meets the basic requirements as to stability and reliability set out in the statute. It does not deal expressly with government, on the principle that media neutrality subjects all users, public or private, to the same rules. Quebec's statute does have a consent provision, however, so no one can be compelled to receive documents in any medium other than paper.

The federal government has adopted the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (commonly known as Bill C-6 or PIPEDA), of which Part 2 deals with electronic documents. The federal Act gives the government general power to use electronic documents where federal law does not specify a medium, including receiving payments electronically. Its functional equivalence provisions, however, apply only to provisions of federal law that are designated by regulation. Further, the government must at the time of designation make a regulation to say how the medium requirement is to be satisfied by an electronic document. As of late 2001, no provisions of law have been designated, and no regulation announced.

The federal Act restricts the form of electronic signature in many circumstances, requiring that a "secure electronic signature" be used for signatures of ministers on certificates, witnesses and witnessed documents generally, affidavits, and documents under seal, to name a few. A secure electronic signature is partially defined in the Act, but the details are left to regulation.

The language of the Act suggests that the government contemplates prescribing digital signatures using certificates under the Government of Canada PKI, but no regulations are yet public.

Legislation in many countries has followed the United Nations Model Law. Laws in the United States are similar to those in Canada, notably the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act and the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (ESIGN). A review of such legislation around the world is maintained by several law firms.

Legislation on electronic evidence

The remaining area for legislation of general application of interest to electronic government is the law of evidence. As noted earlier, courts have not had a very hard time admitting computer-generated records as evidence. However, a number of theoretical difficulties present themselves in applying evidence law to electronic records, and some concern has been expressed that in the right or wrong case, a serious challenge could be brought to their admissibility. Governments have an equal interest with the private sector in being able to enforce their legal rights in court, and thus with the admissibility of electronic records in judicial and administrative proceedings.

As a result, the Uniform Law Conference of Canada developed the Uniform Electronic Evidence Act to deal especially with the "best evidence rule" that requires an original document to be presented or an explanation given why the original is not presented. Since electrons can be copied exactly, there is no difference among versions of an electronic document, and an "original" has no advantage in reliability over any copy. It is hard to know what an original is, as electronic records are produced. The Uniform Act turns instead to the reliability of the computer system from which the electronic record is produced. A number of presumptions of reliability are provided in the Act, and courts are expressly allowed to refer to applicable standards of reliability in making their determination.

The Uniform Act has been adopted in Ontario, federally, and most other jurisdictions. The Civil Code of Quebec has broadly similar provisions. It will now be up to government, as well as the private sector, to keep their electronic records in conditions that will meet the relevant standards. The Canadian General Standards Board published in 1993 a National Standard on Microfilm and Electronic Imaging as Documentary Evidence. Work is underway to supplement it with a general standard on electronic documents. A general and theoretical description of the criteria for reliable electronic records has been published by a working group at the University of Pittsburgh, with Canadian participation.
Conclusion

The law applicable to electronic government is evolving quickly, on a framework of information technology and public expectations also in quick development. The narrow questions of the legal authority of government to use electronic communications are relatively easy, particularly as they are now expressly dealt with in enabling statutes based on the United Nations Model Law on Electronic Commerce.\textsuperscript{172} Specific practices or relations with particular parties may require specific legislation in the future as in the past.

The main legal questions relating to electronic service delivery relate to authentication (including privacy) and the integrity of systems and documents. It is difficult to legislate with broad application on such subjects, for two reasons. First, the needs of users are different, even within government departments and programs. Second, the technology changes so quickly that laws based on particular hardware, software or configurations of them are likely to be out of date or too restrictive almost by the time they are enacted. Being first in the field may be an advantage in electronic commerce, but it is not obviously desirable in law reform. A process of acclimatization to the demands of the technology and an appreciation of what other means of adaptation may be available will give government some time to support their initiatives in a more appropriate way.\textsuperscript{173}

Such caution is appropriate. The law cannot require what the technology cannot support. The law here is likely to be validating rather than normative. Until the right answers appear for questions of security and authentication, governments will be hard-pressed to make any conduct mandatory, beyond what is already provided. The ability of current law to provide answers to many questions of e-government should not be underestimated. When the gap between a flexible application of current law and the demands of new technology grows too great, then the legitimacy of e-government comes more severely into question. Different governments will have different views on when that point will be. They will need to find a way to act when it arrives.
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